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Affordable Fire Suppression Can Now Be Monitored

27th of February 2023

The Guardian Fire Shield™ (GFS) automatic fire suppression safety device can provide the extra time 
you and your family need to get out safely in case of a home fire. 

In April of 2023, the GFS Global Connect 24/7 monitoring service will be released so that emergency 
services can be automatically called in case of fire.

The GFS Global Connect service will be delivered to Indigenous communities in Canada using the 
LOUIS Connect web portal. LOUIS Connect will allow communities to view all their monitored GFS 
units including the unit history and current information. LOUIS Connect will also allow communities 
to receive notices when units require maintenance and view and update their maintenance history. 
Together GFS, GFS Global Connect and LOUIS Connect ensure that communities have a new set of 
tools to save lives, assets and money.

This new monitoring service is made possible through a strategic partnership between Planet Halo 
Security Inc, the owners of GFS Global Connect (GFSGC) and Apropos Information Systems Inc, the 
makers the LOUIS Toolkit platform.

“As soon as I learned about the Guardian Fire Shield and realized that it had the potential to save lives, 
assets and money for our clients, I immediately reached out to Alex to figure out how we could work 
together”, said Trevor Wiens, Founder, CEO and President of Apropos Information Systems.

“I was delighted to have a call from Trevor and appreciated the full scope of benefits LOUIS Connect 
was offering. Integrating GFS Global Connect with the LOUIS Platform was a perfect fit for our 
Indigenous communities.” said Alex Stuart, President of Planet Halo Security.

To learn more about the Guardian Fire Shield™ product visit: https://www.guardianfireshield.com/ 

To learn more about the LOUIS Toolkit™ platform visit: https://www.louistoolkit.ca/ 
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